Roofing
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Roofing: Royal Brown Blend Slate

Roofing: Copper and Statuary Bronze Slate

Siding: S6” Canyon
Soffit & Fascia: Desert Tone
Roofing: T-Tone Enhanced Slate
Gables: Sandtone Solid Shake

Steel Roofing
Beautiful. Inspiring. Everlasting.
Steel roofing from EDCO protects your most valuable asset - your home. Our
award-winning steel roofing offers timeless beauty and an unmatched quality and
durability. It can withstand the most extreme weather conditions - hail, wind, snow
and ice, while maintaining its original look for years to come.
Homeowners will have peace of mind with EDCO’s maintenance free products
that are backed with a lifetime, non-prorated limited warranty with hail and
fade protection.

EDCO Steel
vs.
Other
Roofing:
Selecting a
Superior Product
Creates a Lasting
Impression

EDCO Steel
•

EDCO steel roofing panels are built to last a lifetime,
backed by a non-prorated limited lifetime warranty
which includes an unmatched fade warranty and a
class 4 impact rating.

EDCO Steel
•

•

•

vs

Permanently Fused

Consistent Beauty

EDCO roofing panels maintain their original natural
look for a lifetime. Backed with a fade warranty,
your roof will maintain its beautiful appearance for
years to come.

Limited Product Life

The average life span of asphalt shingles is 15-20 years,
depending upon weather conditions. Constructed
of paper, tar and ceramic particles, asphalt shingles
breakdown over time from exposure to sun, wind,
snow and ice.

Stone Coated
•

EDCO uses a proprietary thermal fuse process to
permanently affix particles onto the panel providing
a lifetime of consistent appearance, uniform texture
and protection from the elements.

EDCO Steel

Asphalt

vs

Lasts Forever

vs

Surface Application

Stone granules, which are glued to the surface,
break loose over time and can accumulate in your
gutters.

Wood Shakes
•

Fades and Degrades

With constant exposure to sun, moisture and potential
mildew build up, wood shakes will change in
appearance and decompose over time leaving your
home exposed to the elements.
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Panel
Options

Infiniti Thermal-Fused Shake

Choose the
panel that
matches the
look you
desire.
Natural grain and multi-tone shading has contour, depth, and texture to create the look you
want on your home. It offers permanent thermal-fused texture that will not chip, peel, or crack.

Shake

Color
Selection
Available in solid,
enhanced, and
HD colors.

Manufactured with a unique imaging process, our shake panels provide a natural wood look
to enhance the beauty of your home. Available in solid, blended and HD colors.

Slate

Review our
roofing colors
on the back
of this brochure.

EDCO slate panels provide the natural look of slate with the unmatched performance of steel.
Available in solid and enhanced colors.

Where do I begin?
Five things to consider if you are in need of a new roof on your home.
1. Don’t delay replacing your roof. It could result in significant issues in the future.
2. Select a material, such as steel, that can give you the best return on
your investment.
3. Consult your insurance agent to determine if any discounts are available
with a specific type of roofing material.
4. Find a licensed and reputable contractor with experience installing the material
you have chosen.
5. All warranties are NOT created equal. Read the fine print to really understand
the warranty that comes with your choice.

Color Selection
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Infiniti Thermal-Fused Shake
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Available in these
premium colors:

Shake & Slate - Solid

Sandtone

Aged Bronze

Chestnut Brown

Granite Gray
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Obsidian

Cedar

Aged Bronze Enhanced Chestnut Brown
Enhanced

Granite Gray Enhanced

Arrowline Enhanced Slate
Pewter

Charcoal
Gray*

Classic
Red**

Hartford
Green*

Stone Blend

T-Tone Blend

Classic Red Blend

Royal Brown Blend

Statuary Bronze Blend

Charcoal Gray Blend

T-Tone

Royal
Brown
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Arrowline Enhanced Shake
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Hartford Green Blend* Charcoal Gray Blend* T-Tone Blend*
Copper

Classic
Blue

Statuary
Bronze*

Stone**

Royal Brown Blend*

Classic Red Blend*

Statuary Bronze Blend*

Generations HD Shake

EDCO solid roofing colors
meet or exceed ENERGY
STAR® standards, which can
reduce your energy costs.
Note: All colors shown are as
accurate as possible. Please
refer to actual color chip
samples before making your
final color selection.

Copper HD

T-Tone HD

Sandtone HD

Cedar HD

Charcoal Gray HD

Hartford Green HD Classic Red HD

Royal Brown HD

* Also available in HD
* Available in Stone Only

Pewter HD
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EDCO Products Inc.
Innovation. Quality. Service.
Product quality and innovation
is at the heart of everything
that we do - always has been,
always will be. Since 1946,
EDCO
has
manufactured
the building industry’s most
extensive line of maintenance
free exterior products. With a
relentless dedication to quality
Unmatched
and
service, ourby
products are
designed
and
built
to stand
Industry Standards
the test of time. Find out more
about
at edcoproducts.com.
EDCOus
continues
to set the industry

Our lifetime
Warranty Plus
Program

Sidewall Applications
Put the same durability into your home accents.
From residential to light commercial applications, EDCO’s shake roofing products
are commonly used for sidewall applications. They provide a clean, distinctive look
that accents the design and enhances the curb appeal of your home.
EDCO’s roofing products are designed and manufactured to withstand harsh
weather conditions. These panels are backed by EDCO’s limited lifetime warranty.

SOLID

standard with an above-and-beyond
Warranty Plus program that takes the
concern out of investing in steel siding.
We understand that when you pay for
a superior product, it should be backed
by a superior guarantee. That’s the
EDCO Warranty Plus promise.
EDCO PVC-Coated steel siding
products carry a lifetime, non-prorated
limited warranty with hail and fade
protection. The warranty is also
transferable if the owner sells.

ENHANCED

EDCO
Warranty Plus

Gives you peace of mind
today and into the future.
All warranties are not created
equal. Be sure to read the fine
print of any product you are
considering. We back every
one of our products with the
best warranty in the industry.
At EDCO, we manufacture all
of our products here in the
U.S.A. and we stand behind our
quality to ensure our customers
are completely satisfied with
their purchase.
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800.593.2680
edcoproducts.com
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